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PREFACE
As far back as the time of Plato and Aristotle the early Greeks
recognized the need for the mixture of cultural subjects that make for right
understanding and right living with what are sometimes considered the more
utilitarian subjects.

They considered music an invaluable stimulus to

mental discipline, co-ordination, judgement, and moral and spiritual value.
Husic, as a vital force in American education, is only now "coming
into it I s m,m. 11

Although still considered a

11

frill 11 rather than an essential,

by some educators, music is finally securing the right kind of attention
from the public and educators alike.

This attention is a result of raised

standards, better opportunities, and better equipped and better paid
teachers.
The hour of music as education has struck. not music
for fun nor entertainment, nor as a pastime of accomplishment,
nor yet as an art, standing alone -- although at times it may
be any or al\ of these -- but as one of the great vital forces
of education.
The purpose of this paper is to trace the steps in building an efficacious
choral program for the high school and the corrnnunity.

It is a detailed study

of the choral conductor - his personal traits and educational requirements,
the vocal candidate - his qualifications and selection, and choral procedures.
The Appendixes include listings of varied choice materials selected from
the Allerton-Broadlands-Longview high school music library.
For the last three years, the Allerton, Broadlands, and Longview
High School, Unit 116, has served as a laboratory for this paper.

The

strengths and weaknesses of this particular program, its problems and their
1Mus ic in American Education, Nus ic Educ at ion .; ource Book Number Two.
(Chicago: Husic Educators National Conference publications, 1955), p. 5

solutions, serve as a basis for the development and the :improvement of a
choral program.
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CHAi?TER I
THE CHO:lAL CONDUCTOR
No matter how adequately the vocal music department is equipped and
housed, or how important a part music plays in the curriculum, if the
quality of the choral conductor, his character, musicianship, teaching skills,
preparation, and desire to teach are inadequate, vocal music will enjoy
little or no success in the school.
Desirable Personal Traits
The personality of the leader Hill not be ambiguous. He must
be a musician, not necessarily a professional, with not only an
inherent capacity to feel music profoundly and to live it, but also
t11e ability to impart his musical emotions and experiences to those
·who come into the sphere of his· influence and submit themselves to
his directions. The expert can do a great deal by means of precise
indications, corrections, admonishment, and patient, persistant
~,ork: he will achieve carefully thought out, maybe even outwardly
fla~·Jless performances. But the spark that sets the ~·cork of art
aglow, that gives melody it's throbbing job or pathos, it I s warm
humanity, that creates a bridge from the composer through the
performers to the hearts of the listeners, this spark ,:-ill appear
only if the leader has in a high degree, this capacity of
experiencinr the notes that he sees on the paper and hears sung
and played.
This statement indicates that a choral director should have the qualities
of a mature musician and be efficient in more than the musical aspects of
his profession.

He must be alert as an advertiser, organizer, and salesman.

He must be ready to seize opportunities for the purpose of arousing interest
not only in the chorus member, but in the conununity, fellow instructors, and
other departments of the school.
A director should have tact, naturalness of manner,insight, enthusiasm,

1Alfred J. Swan, The Music Director's Guide to Musical Literature.
(New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1941), pp. 1-2.
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inspiration, and humor.

His inspiration and enthusiasm should never be

expected to replace the actual viork that must go into rehearsing and polishing,
but, to state the same idea positively, his enthusiasm and inspiration should
drive the musicians to work out the technical difficulties they encounter
so they can have the satisfaction that comes only from hard work and success.
Nothing could be more uninteresting than a conductor who has no enthusiasm
and does not let his physiognomy reflect his interest and joy that comes
from working in the perfecting of a piece of art.

The chorus will respond

to the facial and body expressions as much or more than they will to the
gestures of the hands.
If the conductor is absorbed in his work, opportunities will arise that
will add humor to the rehearsal.
subjective.

This humor should be objective as well as

To take advantage of these moments of humor is no waste of

time and the director will suffer no loss of prestige by laughing with the
chorus.

A good natured corrnnent or a short story are natural accompaniments

of an interesting rehearsal.
better singing.

They are rewarded by quickened interest and

Every rehearsal should be anticipated with pleasure as well

as for its artistic profit.
Authority
The conductor must establish his musical authority in the eyes of the
organization.

This must be established in two ways: (1) Through the

authenticity of his knowledge, and (2) Through his strict musical discipline
and expectations.

These two elements have equal importance, because either

great knowledge without discipline, or strict discipline without kno~·1ledge
means failure.

If a conductor maintains strict discipline but lacks

adequate knm.,ledge, the chorus members may obey but ,;;ill lack respect for
him.

If a conductor has great kno~-,7ledge ·without disciplinary ability, the

3

chorus members will no doubt recognize his learning but this will not
guarantee respect nor obedience.

It is the blending of these two elements

that go into the making of a successful chorus conductor.
The director must learn to exercise finnness but politeness in his
disciplinary actions.

If in a rehearsal, one section is being rehearsed, it

may happen that the other sections ,1ill engage in conversation or confusion.
This, if alloued to continue, is only the result of laxity on the director's
part.

Should this happen, the director should stop the rehearsal immediately,

letting the silence focus the attention on the reason for stopping.

If it

happens again, he should stop immediately, silently and sternly showing the
disapproval.

If a third attempt is made and the same interruption occurs

it is 1Jise to make a general statement that talking will not be tolerated

and cooperation of all is demanded at all times. Not at this point, but
when the opportunity arises, the point may be added that one gains from
listening as Hell as singing.
Broad and sweeping statements should not be maGe, as they are difficult
to execute and provide a challenge to authority.

Once any threats are made

they must be enforced if discipline is to be maintaineJ.
Displays of temper are to be avoided, but stern measures are sometines
necessary.

Occasionally a few quick, cutting ·oords that sound danr;erous

uill have the desired effect.
If the students are given a chance to correct themselves through this
casual but firm approach, little trouble will probably develop.

Moreover,

the director will develop a good reputation as well as gain the wholehearted
support of his students.
Discipline is a problem d1ich is usually made by the teacher
hir:1self., He must ah,ays be suprer,1e but fair, strict and stern
tut sincere, assuming good order and not looking for trouble as

L:.

the natural conditions of things, an unmerciful driver of
people to their tasks by remarks goading them to greater
aggressiveness and enthusiasm but not to resentment. 2
Constancy of Purpose
Another secret of success for any learning experience is constancy of
purpose.

The choral conductor must have the ability to give each moment of

the rehearsal hour some direct meaning, whether in the warm....u.p or practice
portion of the hour.

The students must sense this direction of purpose.

One should come to the rehearsal with planned preparation and a finished,
artistic plan in ~ind.

Certain details will be altered in the course of

rehearsal, but the general plan and the intended goals must be in mind in
order to advance.
If a conductor can reserve one or two hours weekly for thinking over
the class work, taking his techniques apart, inserting new methods of approach
and omitting phases of the work that have no practicality, it ·will give
fresh uannth ancl interest to the class work.
Educational Background
"The art of conducting requires very hard work ancl endless study, even
more than any instrument of voice. 1a
As a trained musician, the high school choral conductor has great
responsibilities.

He must know how to select music literature for his

particular groups, interpret thoroughly its tempo,musical terms, style, and
traditions.

He must have a conception of good vocal tone, methods of vocal

production; an understanding of choral problems in general.
The choral conductor should have a broad general educational background
2Noble Cain, School Music anc. It's Fr act ices.
and Sons, Educational Publications, 1932), p. 69.

(New York: H.

itraark

3vla<livir Bakaleinikoff, Diagrams of Basic Movements in Conducting.
(Ne,; York: Boosey Hawkes Belwin, Inc., 1938), p. 3.
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as ,:ell as general education in music.

He must have an understanding of

music theory, fonn, harmony, counterpoint, and music history.

These

branches of music are essential components.
The composer is justified in expecting the conductor's intelligent
approach to the technical elements of ·which his music consists.

Uithout

reasonably thorough knouledge of them he can not properly discharge his
responsibility.

His familiarity ,7ith music history, especially that uhich

deals uith music literature and styles, is raore important still.

H12 must

have acquaintance iiith and the ability to discriminate between good and bad
literature.

But more than discrimination, taste and instinct are needed

as a ~ui<le to the interpretations of various composers such as Mozart,
Berlioz, and Debussy.
To present the works of various eras, or even the works of
t,m musicians of the same era, a conductor should familiarize
himself with the idiom of each composer as it appears not in one
but many works setting the idiom, thereafter, against the background of the technical and aesthetic cannons of its age. 4
The conductor must have a v,ell-trained ear, quick to detect the many
varied departures from musical accuracies.
best aid in developing the ear.

Drilling in 'solfeggio' is the

A director should be able to detect ancl

correct bad tone, flatting and insecure singing.
Piano ability is a must to the choral conductor.

It is an aid in

teaching the chorus parts from the keyboard, in accompanying and assisting
accompanists, and in interpreting the full score.

Seeing and hearing the

various melodic lines and hannonies come only by having had some experience
in producing these various parts simultaneously.
The choral director must have a ,1orking knowledge of voice production.
LfArchibald T. Davison, Choral Conducting.
Press, 19Li-O), p. 7.

(Cambridge: Harvard University
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A professionally trained voice is not necessary, and may sometimes even be
a detriment.

A choral teacher vith a pleasant, expressive voice, that is

on pitch and under his command, will usually be more successful in demonstrating what he expects from students in the ,·my of quality and phrasing.
A professionally trained singer will more often than not defeat his own
purpose.

The chorus, not being as vocally expert as he, will nevertheless

attempt to match his illustrations and as a result may become frustrated
young singers with distorted vocal quality.

CHAPTER II
THE CHORAL CANDIDATE
The material that is to follow nay be applied to hi[;h school vocalists
in general, but it is written specifically with the vocalists of the
Allerton, Broadlands, and Longview High Schoo 1 in mind.

The prob lens

encountered and the solutions employed herein may also be applicable to
similar choral nusic programs, but refer particularly to the ABL chorus.
Music has more meaning than the mere correct singing of songs.

Choral

directors should set goals for more than the production of a highly selected
perfonnance group.

No one should be excluded from the joy of singing.

The Audition Process
At ABL the audition is not a process of elimination, but a method of
placing in and \·,ithin a section,

When a conductor takes the mass of students

as they come to him and decides to mold them into a choir, his audit ion acts
not as a selecting device but as a method of detennining several things.

As

\,sell as acquainting the director more personally ,dth the individual chorister
and his musical background, the audition serves as a basis for selection of
section leaders and ensemble groups.
Viewed in the light of educational procedure, this r:i.ethod is quite
conrr:ienclab le.
The primary aim of the high school music p,:ogram should
be to offer many musical experiences to every student so as
to build for continuing gro1:<th and expansion of participation
and appreciation.s
Host school administrators and connnunities 11ill support the music program
51,
•
• h,
•
d
•
~ in ;-;J.J.erican E ucation,.....2.£, cit., p. 111.
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more fully if all students are accepted.

An ideal situation would provide

for the large mass group as well as the smaller selected group.
The following questionnaire uill prove helpful to the chorus director
,,ho is not acquainted with the members or their abilities.
on file cards and kept for permanent use and record.

It can be made

It should be filled

out by the members at one of the first rehearsal periods.

Chorus Questionnaire
Nmne ______________________
i.'1us ical Bacl:~:::-ound:
Vocal (Give years;
1. Previous H. S. cho. and part
2. H. S. solo and ens. ~70rl:
3. Church choir
Free school periods

Instrumental
Piano
2. Band (instrument)
--3. Other
Height (for seating and
robes)
Student: Do not write below this line
Rhythm test
Pitch:
1. Imitation: Strong Average Weak
1. Match pitch carry tune
2. Clap and count wr. ex.
2. Sight read inter.
Voice qualities
Comments:
Rec om,-n en cl for ens. and solo work
Special help
Person al it y

------

1.

-----------------

--------

---------------------------

-----------

----------------------------------------------------------------

---

After the cards have been filled out and returned, the teacher can
~rrange perso,1al r.1e:et ings ,·,ith the students during the: ir i:ree periods in
o;:-der to give individual auditions.

Should there be a conflict of the

student's and the teacher's free tirn.e, the audition can be held durii1g the
rehearsal hour.
During this sir;iple test, the other candidates ,iho are in the roon 1.;ill
dispose themselves as they desire, coiwe;_·sing quietly as to provide a bac:c
ground of suL<lued sound behind the more tiuid candidate.

The c.ndidate

should be rlace<l in such a position that he cannot see the keys of the piano
or the faces of the other candidates.

The student should tal:e his place

close to the pia,10 in order to hear ,·cell.

C:
.,

The director's attitude and ap:)roach to these auc.itions '..,ill to a
;:;reat e:;:tent determine their- success.

If the stucients arc met in a friendly

manner by a director ,:ith a definite plan in mind, they ,;ill not resent
such tests but 1;;ill look upon them as a step to the ;Juilding of an
organizat io;1 of d1ich they can ;}e proud.
The bottom half of the card is to be filled out by the director as he
gives the audition.
The student is given the test by merely tapping out relatively simple
rhythm patterns in various time signatures.

This is to test the student's

ability to concentrate and repeat the same rhythmical phrase.

f

"A.'

! . nIJ t In n IJ l

~

a. ~ ; : JI~ n JIn n nIJe- l II
Sinilar rhythm pattemsin various time signatures can be ·uritten on

paper or 0:1 the blackboard to test the rhythfil reac.iia::; ability.

After this

part of the test has been per:formec.; and scored, advanccr:ient should be maC:e
to the pitch and voice portion.
The tester then plays five tones, descending diatonic scale and instructs
the student to listen and sing the vo,1el ah on the notes he hearc:.

This

exercise should start in the upper-middle register and continue up chroraatically.

The student should be instructed to relax the jm:r an<l throat an,;.i r::iake

a soft, light tone.

To begin on a 101, tone anci proceed up the scale is not

good, since the chest tone will be carried up the scale ancl the real quality
will not be discovered.

By starting on a higher tone and proceeding do·,;m:ard,

at the sacue time cautioning the student to sing softly, the head quality
,;ill carry dm.n into the chest register.
The range can be determined by taking the student up and do,m this five
note scale.

As this is done care should be tal:en not to force the extreme

10
registers.
If the student can sin['; a familiar unaccompanied tune, placed in her
or his comfortable range, and remain in the same key, it is a sure indication
of accurate pitch.

A student who performs this portion of the test

accurately uill make a candidate for a section leader. or ensemble perfonaer.
Si.rnple melodic phrases, with few skips and mostly diatonic progressions,
can be uritten on the blackboard or on paper to test the student's ability
to read the vertical lines.
range problem avoided.

The rhythm should be extremely simple and the

The teacher may accompany the student, playing the

melodic line ~dth full hannonies.

Careful attention should be given to

distinquish bet,1een the student uho is actually reading and the one who is
merely attem ting to listen to the piano and follow.

Ex..2
A.

..,,. .

i9-

la

8.

h

la

«:>i mi \c

f

rlB Jl2

lei.

lea ~il'Y\'de

,,I

:
II

Sectional Placement
The quality of the voice is too often disregarded as a determining
factor in sectional placement.

Range is often given too much stress.

The

voices of lighter color and quality will be placed in the soprano and tenor
sect ions, ,:;hile the darker and heavier voices will be assigned to the bass
and alto sections.

Since the voices at this time may not have the required

range for this section, they can be extended through the development of
vocalization.

One of the principal reasons for flatting in choruses is

having the heavier voices attempting to carry a lighter lyric line,

11

The scoring of the test may be recorded in any fashion that is understandable and practical to the director.

If the students have any outstand-

ing vocal qualities, it ,1ill be ,;;ro:cth vihile to record them.

If the time and

schedule permits, the teacher may be able to give some personal assistance
to those ,Jho have outstanding vocal problems as well as to give special

assignments to the more talented students.

Some students may require

personal help, especially at the first of the year, in order to carry their
part.
Students who cannot match given pitches and have the desire to sing, can
probably learn to carry a part most of the time if they are uilling to spend
extra time in concentrated practice.

It ivill take patience and special

effort on the part of the individual, the director, and the neighboring
chorus members.
In ,,orking i;,.,ith a non-singer, the first step should be to find any tone
or group of tones that the student can produce.
quite limited.

Usually the range will be

After the testet matches pitches with the student, the

student must be made auare of the unison.

The turning point is reached ,,:hen

the student can or cannot tell ,;hen the pitches are matched.
The use of the hand to designate the variation of pitch \vill help the
student to actually feel and see the difference bet,1een high and low.
Gradual advancement should be made in extending the range.

This is a

difficult problem as the student uill probably have trouble distinquishing
bet,}een small intervals, such as the major and minor seconds and thirds.
An exercise within the student's range, progressing in either direction,

chrolilatically, ;,,ill be suitable in most cases.
1

Any device to develop th~ sense of seeing and feeling the pitch variation
is recommended.

It is necessary to develop the coordination of eye, min<l,
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and voice.

The use of the piano keyboard may be used to demonstrate this

coor-dination.

The process of seeinr; and hearinc; before singing must be

drilled upon until it is habitual.
The non-singer should be placed bet,:,een the stronger singers of his
section.

In order to become more secure, he should listen intently and

sing softly, thus c.leveloping a usuable singing voice.

The insecure sin3er

uill require continual attention since these students ·;;ill probably have
trouble in learning nei;_; music, music i::ith parts in extreme range, and that
,,ith more difficult passages.
In the auditioning process at ABL, one strong, young voice Has placed
in the tenor section.
nasal quality.

Re had a good ear, a secure voice, but an extremely

He related the story of having a nasal block and an unsuccess-

ful operation for the condition.

He was scheduled for special instruction

and placed in the tenor section.

He proved to be a leader of that section,

but seemed to give this nasal quality to the entire section.

In his weekly

instruction the emphasis 1·1as upon diction since many or: the consonents, such
as the tif, s, k, and vn uere being projected through the nose instead of the
mouth.
,;ith concentrated practice the student ,:as able to produce these consonants correctly.

~-ith further effort he ,,as able to produce a pleasant,

correctly placed vowel uhich is the basis for a sin 0 in:; tone.

As the

individual's quality improved so 'did the tenor section's.
The personality of the student is of sir,rnificance in the au<lition.

Hore

irapo;:-tant than the qualities of a choral candidate fs voice is the extent
of his ciesire to sing anci his enthusiasm an<l interest in nusic.

In this

is fc~tile soil for musical adventures.
The student that encounters each step of the audition t,ith stability
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and security will probably prove to be the more stable musician.

I-101,ever,

the insecure student has the r.1akings .for a good chorister, often being
more endorn,?<l ~.ith the artistic sense than the less nervous student.

The

nervous one may require a greater amount of watching and disciplining, but
one ,iith temperment nets better musical results than the better ordered but
less imaginative student. 6
GrouD Auditioning
For evaluating the infonJation included on the student questionnaire,
the group audition uill not -oe as satisfactory as the individual procedure
for obvious reasons.

But group auditioning does have it's function in the

organizing o:E choral groups.

It is ,:ell worth ,,ib.ile for determining

independence of part and harmonic feeling.

The qualities of blend and balance

can best be distinquished in group tryouts where all parts are being sung.
If the s tuclents can have equal time and opportunity of eJcposure to the
music, the audition will be more democratic and exacting.

6q • 11 •
\',l.

l.&'11

•
J. Finn,
Th e Art of Choral Conductor.

C. C. Birchard and Company,----i§"39), p. 30.

Volume 1. (Boston:

C~IA2TEB. I II
READ L!G APPROACHES

The reading approaches that are discussed and described in the folloc:·ing
material might again be suitable procedures for similar groups; ho·:.ever,
each director must discover a ,·orl,able plan suited to himself and his orzanization.

The follm:inz approaches ,1ere designed for and are effective in the

ABL vocal music groups.
A choral music teacher is responsible for developing all phases of
musicianship, of ,.hich reading is a basic part; the fundamental part, in
fact.

Only through reading ,,ill the singer become independent and musically

literate.
It is a co~lillon error of many directors to assume that after an eight
year r,msic experience of some sort in the grades and junior high school, t:1e
young singer is equipped i;;ith "enough" reading ability to carry him th:rough
high school chorus; or to think that the c7eaker
merely by placing him in the midst of readers.

reader ::ill learn to read
0

This is true only to a point

and the vital role of the section leaders ;;dll be discussed later; but noi:;
the emphasis is on the importance of getting the ,:hole chorus to reading,
wor:dng even on the level of the ,;;eatest reader.
The director may discover that the process of learning ne,; rausic

0: 0

ill

be left to a small percentage of the chorus, a fe ::c actually having the
1

ability to produce 1;1hat they see ancl the rest learning by rote.

This is

especially true ,,1hen the student enters high school without a sound music
bac:c::ground.

The student, ,1eak in reading, as well as other phases of uusic,

will never have the opportunity to develop reading skills leading to
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independence as a singer anC: \, ill be able only to learn the part at hand
by imitation unless the reading process is made a mo,:-c practical and continual
process.
Reading is a skill, and like other skills is acquired through repetition,
drill and understanding.

Some phases of drill result in trial and error;

for exarnple, learning to sing various intervals and rhythms might be compared
to a boy's learning to pass a football.

Just as the young athlete must

gage distance and use time and coordination of his various faculties, so
must the young singer coordinate the eye, mind, voice, and body, hearing and
feeling what he sees.
Students i:dth strong voices who are also good readers are a definite
asset,in fact a necessity, to any section.
make a solid ensemble hor.,ever.

Their presence alone will not

How easy it is for the young singer to sit

back and listen for the part to be carried by these leaders, and then, lea:rn
to sing the part by imitation.
after the beat.

The "imitators" will listen and then sing

This is especially true in the first readings, and ,:ill

definitely have a carry over into the pieces after they arc learned.
effect ,:ill be one of imprecision.

The

The same effect may result if a director

too frequently insists on giving assistance with his oi.m voice.

A director's

voice should never be used to supplement a weak section or to assist a section
through a difficult passage, other than in a sectional rehearsal, because
it encourages laziness and dependence from veak and strong readers alike.
Good voices and good ears 1:dll not necessarily indicate an understanding
of producing the sounds signified by the musical symbols; nor i:,ill the mere
understanding of symbols make competent readers unless the student has the
opportunity to exercise this kno,a1ledge in performance.
Forking five or ten minutes at the first of each period may seera ln:e

16
a lot of valuable practice time to spend on developing reading skills, but
this time ,:ill be gained t,,ofold from the skills that are developed.

When

a chorus meets a 1,1:oblern L1 lca:::ning ne\·, music anc.1 is able to cope r.,ith that
proolem from its past e:~perici1cc, students ·::ill have :n.01-·e con:~Lle1.:ce i:..1
their voices ancl their

Ol:11

1,1usicianship.

The follo· inc is a lictins of various ,rorkablc methods for teachi~3
music: reaC:ing on the hi[;h school level.

The students should perform the

exe:tciscs, counting out lou<l :hilc clapping simult::,i.1cously.
sheet 01.· the blac'.:board may tJe used.)
and exact in his ase of the

(The dittoed

The young reader should be proficic:-1t

hole, clotted half, half,· and quarter notes in

2/L;., 3/L;. and t,/L: tiue befor::: introduction to the eighth note.

ith the

intro~uction of the eighth note, the clapping method is changed from the
clap::.inq of hanC:s together to slapping the knee \dth one hand and holding
the oth,c=r directly over the first hand.

The right hanC: slaps the ::nee on

the ''count 11 and strikes the left hand on the ''and. n

In this P.anner the

student can actually see and feel the divided beat.

At this trc::.nsition

of clapping, ·.. ith the intro('.uction or the eighth not2, the rhythe shoulc.
re:o.ain relatively sir.1ple.
caa do the exercises.

Interests · ill ruaain high as long as the group

"Nothing succeeds like success. n

at a t irne should be introduced.

Only one prob lee.

Jome of the more complicated rhythmic

problems encou:ntere<l in the rractice o:c a concert m.1.abe:c should be analyzed,
isolated, and drilled upon for effective application.
After the rhythm reading skills are advanced enough the emphasis shoulcl
be placed on the melodic movements, and the rhythms should 'be extremely
siE:plc, excluding even the eighth note.

Elimination of problems such as

ra1.13c, u:rnsual skips, and ::cy changes is very inportant in the effcctivc:1css
oi: the e;:ercises.

Dy reuaining in the \cy of C r.1ajo:: the ra~1;-_;c2 p1:o:)lsn is
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el:i.r.1inated.

In addition, the l:ey o!: C major is the oasis for the intro-

duction of keys.

To build a sense of tonality the C major scale should be

play,2cl and then sung before attc1.1pt:i.ng the reading drill.

tx.3

A.

e,,

C.

lo

Si mile

D.

I:. .

~

i

hi,: le.

10

Particular care should be tal:en ~.;ith regard to advancing too rapidly.
The more complicated rhythms such as the eighth note and syncopation should
be introduced in a readin3 exercise only after the rea~er has become
proficient in his performance of the more elementary exercises.
Approximately 8010 of all choral music notation is diatonic; henceforth,
diatonic progressions should be emphasized.
The procedures here described provide the necessary foundation for full
chorus reading.

CI-1.A.-:?TER IV
CHOJ~\L TECIIlHQUES

Th'-·cc :factor-s are essential in raising choral r.msic to a
high stanc,a:cd: quality, quantity, and pitch, the three ele1"'.lents
. hich cleten,1ine the character of any musical sound; but quality
is parar.1ount and until ccmcluctors of choral music have become
expert in developing tone-qualities that arrest the ear \jith
pleasant sensations, they ca,mot expect to seize and hold the
interest of the public.7
A chorus must be free fror:1 inc1.rtistic blemishes of poor vocalism, unsuitable timbres, i:aaclequate blenclL:1g ancl imperfect balance.

The primary

requisite for choral effectiveness is sheer loveliness of tone.

Beauty is

the essence of all music except in violent and grotesque passages.

8

The choral conductor must be an expert on vocal production, and choral
singing.

The cHrector must have the knoi.dedge of scientifically training

the voices and parts.

He must kno,: ho\i to merge all of these parts into one

hor.:i.ogeneous blend.
At the initial rehearsal, the director should sive the students his
idea of tone conception.

The stuC:ent must be sho~:rn .h&t tone to abandon,

· hat tone to strive for and 110,: to

orl: at producing th2.t clesi:ced tone.

Breathing
Voice production is a four folcl process. (1: The lungs
sepp ly the motive poc.er, hich is t11e breath. (2; This coming
into contact nith the vocal cords, causes them to vibrate
creatin;:; the sound.
( 3) The sound is then amplified by the
resm.1ating cavities in th.! nose, mouth, neck and chest. (4-) And
is articulated by the tip oi the tongue, the lips, and the teeth.9
Correct stance and posture provides the basis fo;: correct breathing.

At

7· 1,·
.
•inn, ££• cit.,
p • 1~.J.

0 Ibid., pp. 3-L:.•
9 Reginald Jacques, Voice Training in Schools. (London: Oxfo:cd University
Press, 1953), pp. 28-29.
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the first of each practice period it will be necessary to demand the correct
body position before giving the pitch for the exercise or song.
In the standing position, the student should fonu the habits of automatically assuming the position of placing one foot slightly in front of the
other with the feet spread comfortably apart.

This will help to give good

support to the abdominal muscles which together with the muscles of the legs
will help to absorb any general bodily tension that the act of singing may
entail.

The chest should be high and the shoulders back, creating the

feeling of do,-mward pull.
position.

The jaw should be relaxed in a natural 9pemnouth

This posture should not be tight and rigid but there should be

a balanced, springy attitude.

During inhalation, the chest capacity can

be increased by raising the ribs, which gives greater circumference.

The

contracted diaphram extends the floor of the chest downwards and foniards.
The breath streams into the lungs through the nose and mouth.
Suspension occurs the moment inhalation ceases, and before exhalation
begins.

It will induce proper laryngeal position and make possible a clean,

correct attack with the breath impulse.

This moment of suspension is a vital

factor in breath control and support and therefore artistic singing.
E,chalation should begin very gradually with particular care taken to
the commencement of the tone.
out too soon.
practice.
tion.

Nany students will tend to let their breath

This act of steady exhalation will require concentration and

The rib cage must be kept in it's raised position during exhala-

If a satisfactory body position is maintained and a reserve of air

is always kept in the lungs, the student should have the necessary facilities
and therefore probably have a good tone.
the release controlled.

His attack should be secure and

The aims of exhalation should be steadiness, control

,Iithout due tension, and no ,:aste of breath.

1

Ho,.;ever, before taking the
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next breath it is imperative that the singer has first emptied his lungs
The chest should remain in it's raised position and should never

of old air.

collapse at the end of exhalation.

A moment of support after the tone ceases

,dll prevent an unpleasant ,,avering or sag in pitch in the release.10
There is no doubt that the only sure foundation for good vocal tone is
well-controlled breathing.

There is a very definite connection bet,:een deep-

breathing exercises and actual singing; one should grow quite naturally out
of the other.

Breathing should not be thought ofas an art but as an act.

The act of breathing is a prunary instinct of man and all living animals.
There is no ''art'' in breathing, except that the misnomer may be popularly
associated ,;ith trcontrol."
A normal infant and a sleeping man breathe quite naturally and adequately

without the application of technique.

A person who acts naturally in every

day tasks ,:;ill become awkward and unnatural when asked to demonstrate.
it is ,,ith singers and speakers.

So

Under the stress of self-consciousness

they Idll first raise the shoulders, thus limiting the ci1est and abdor1inal
capac1.'t y.

C
dl y, tl1ey w1.'11 pernut
• th e b reat h to b e exna
' 1e d t oo sue·
'd en 1y. 11
0econ

It is a simple matter for most intelligent people to eliminate these
problems.

The first problem can be checked by instructing the students to

keep the shoulders dm,;n and breathe deeply.

The practice of too speedy

exhalation can be prevented by having the students empty his lungs slowly
while the director counts to a given m.nnber.

Another ,,;,ay of correcting the

problem of shifting the shoulders during inhalation is by having the students
clasp their hands loosely across their back.
10van A. Christy, Glee Club and Chorus.
p. l:.2.

lh·1.11n,
L

£2_,

.
cit.,
pp. 24-25.

U!e,; York: G, 3chirner, 19l:O),

For practical reasor1s, the students cannot s·::.arid during all the
practice period.

The correct sitting posi tio:.:.. should be stressed as much

or more than the standing positioil.

They should be instructed to sit ta.11,

keep the back erect, ;yet fle:--i"ble, with both feet on the floor.

':'he head

and chest should be held in the position as stated earlier in the standing
position.

The singer ~ust be reminded to keep the throat and jaw relaxed as

he were begin.~ing to yawn.
the higher register.

.

J. "'
...

The chin should always be kept down, especially in

Rather than ~tretching for the notes the singer must

think of r;rowing talle1· from ,Ji thin.
Breathing exercises s~ould be included in the warm-up section of the
rehearsal hour.

'These exercises should include not only the noroa.l and slower

slower than nor:nal in."1a..la.tions, but the quick breaths which will later be
required in the stu~· and practice of repertoire.

As these exercises a.re

applied to tone production, there should be an emphasis on reserving the
breath at the tecinning of the tone, making sure the e:x,.118.J.a.tiou is r,tea.dy anl
that breath does not excapc with the tone.

There must be ample breath to

support; eve.c. for a moment after the release of the tune a.nd. the elevated. chest
position must be maint~ined tr.rough the release.
Only after couce:utrated o.pplication uf ·!;.llese exercires will the younc

sineer likely J..evelop aJ.eg_nate breath support and control for good choral
-; ine;iug.
T.ne nece::;d ty of impro~:i:.ig t11e trea::;h cunt.rol a:1d. support is of b:::·eat
im:po::-tG.nce.

Even tra:i.:=1ed sint::ers; t::1rou.;h carelei:;:::ness, inad.verte::ice, or

fatigue may be nee;ligen t ii... correct b ~e:::.. thi:..:i.g :.iabi ts.
0

l::reathinz z:1oul,i be

a..11.

inherent., ir~conspicu01~ .... o.n.e.

However the act uf
I:f the techni,:,al d.Spcct.:::

of perfoma.nce are apparent. to the audie~ce, tl-ie artistic ones are ovcr:-:;had01T0-'l.

Vocalization
T'ne :practice of vocalization :bas two major purposes: first, the
removal of im.pedirucnts to the free action of the vocal mcc:!:',.a.n.ism;
second, the sha.rpin.::; or refining of qualitiec whic:l:: will add lustre
and distinc~c~on. There are both physiological a.nJ. musi::. phases to be
considered. -"
The process uf voc:aliza;~ion is the "physical exercise" of sinSil.lG, t.ha.t
is, vo;.:al ca.listhentics.

The muscles, ligaments, tendons, and. car-~ila..;es

arc made ~o f1.U1ction freely without discomfort as a result of proper
voca.li za tion.
"Toe ch.o::cus is the most neglected instrumenta.li ty in the whole field
of music expression. 111 3
'I'oo frequently tl:.c choral conductor nc~ects the study of vocal
to concent1·ate upu,1 the study of repertoire.

COJ.1trol2

Unless a definite plan of

yocal exercises ir.; employed, the singing unit will not develop positive
quali i..icc.:, t:.a.-L is <.1.szurancc of pitch and tecr.,nica.l skills to meet the

. .1eeJ.s of the rcpt.:::.:toi:ce.
'.i."he 2:i::.1gir~ of vocal exercises sh01...Ll not be a ,_-ae,;ue, mere

tu do."

11

6 uou_ ~l:il.. b

Th~J' shoulu. be of :i..::ite:..·cst, have ·:aricty, alway;:; ~e r:~t'Jiui-::d.l cx:.::cp'.:;

for sui.;ta:i.ncJ. tone, a::li ha::c so,:rLi;;: dcfir..:i.te yurpu..;c that i:: ev-iu.ent to t!1c

prc.i';.:.leuJ.s, a.11.l ~c~:e11 prepare a remed~i or vocali.:.atlu,;,1 to :Zit the .::..ee.i.

lZ,.____ ,.,
J_· ~~L.1.J.)

up. cit.: p.

L.J,J•

a point, from every other group, one would still assume that there are a
certain group of technical essentials for every choral organization.

A

list of the most vital vocal equipment to be gained fror~ a definite scheme
of vocalization ,-;ould include the following: placement and focus, resonance
and register blending, control, flexibility, and finess, sustaining power,
good diction, development of tonality and harmonic sense, feeling for
accents and phrasing, and a style for staccato and legato singing.
The properly placed hum is the fundamental position for focusing the
voice and cultivating the head resonance.

The jaw should be relaxed, with

the tip of the tongue touching the upper front teeth.

A high tone, C-E,

should be hllllUned softly, creating the sensation of lifting the voice into
the front part of the head.

After a soft clear quality has been produced

on the htm1 advance to one of the open vowels and proceed down the scale.
At this time caution should be made to keep the tongue flat on the floor of
the mouth.

The same resonance and quality should be maintained as the

scale descends.
The use of the 'ng' sound is very effective in achieving a focused,
resonant tone.

By properly singing the word hu(ng) follo,,,ed by the vowel

sounds ee, a, ah, o, and oo, on a sustained pitch, the group arrives at
the resonant tone for which they are striving.

The 'ng' sound is a proper

preparation for the pure and correctly focused vowel sound.
The five tone ascending and descending diatonic scale is an excellent
vocal ease in developing control and flexibility.

Accents on the first and

the fifth degrees of the scale assist in giving the needed rhythmic pace
for correct performance.

Another prescribed vocalization for the development

of control and flexibility would look like this:
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For more facile performance accents should be placed upon the first
of each group of triplets.

All the vowel sounds should be used in singing

the exercise, the best vowel of the group being used as a pattern for
comparison.

At ABL the chorus'best vowel sound was the o.

T,·iO of the most effective vocalizations employed at ABL for the

technical essential of sustaining power could be diagramed like this:

Ex.s

~-

(.'\

++~-,.,g..
. . . .

h~q . ,,a.
.. t11:=1,
L:.,; h"" L _::
a, na
(.)

B.

Sit"n;lc
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The consonances are the rhythm makes of choral music.
is comparible to the tonguing of an instrument.
the rhythmic vitality of a number is lacking.

Their performance

Without precise diction,
This rhythmic vitality, result-

ing from clear-cut articulation, will assist in maintaiaing proper focus
and quality, as well as intonation.

The employment of two of the already

mentioned vocal exercises with slight changes, will prove a valuable aid in
attaining good diction.

By preceding the vowel sounds with a consonant, the

drill takes on new meaning.
Various harmonic progressions in major and minor keys are used to develop
tonality and harmonic balance, blend, and pitch.

In the process of reading

the following exercises, disregard the time signatures and hold each chord
until the proper adjustments are made.

Variance. of vowels and dynamics will

induce interest as well as allow more complete use of the consonants.

E~-s c.~--........--1--"'---+-----..------....--+-,__.....,..__........_.....,.._ _...,.

The effectiveness of these and similar exercises will d~pend, to a large
ectent, upon the simplicity of voice leadings.
The following vocal exercisesare an efficacious procedure for harmonic
sensitivity to the resolution of the dominant seventh chorQ.
Using a 'c' major scale, all parts sing in unison ascending on the solfege
syllables.

AB the scale descends each part retains a different member of the

dominant seventh chord.

For example, the soprano sustains "ti", the tenor, "so",

the alto, "fa", and the bass, "re".

Finally, after a pleasing harmonic

balance is achieved, "ti" resolves to "do", "so" remains on "so", "fa" moves
to ''mi", and "re" resolves to "do" in a simultaneous movement.

Isolated exa.mplec of modulations, chromatic harmonies and. augmented
and diminished intervals, if drilled upon will be sung more accurately.
The A.BL chorus finds the following vocalization an excellent approach
to accent interpretation.

After the group sings the ascending and descending

scale on the solfege syllables, accents are placed on various degrees.

For

variety and thought stimulation, changes are made from accented to normally
unaccented degrees.

Various sections on different degrees should be used.

The technical essentials of legato and staccato singing are achieved
effectively through vocalization.

Empluyment of the arpeggio, the three, or

the five tone scale, usinc all the vowels, with variance in tempo and progressin6 chromatically scalewise proves effective.

These same exercises,

performed .nth a staccato attack, develop strength and flexibility of the
diaphram.

I'or the same detached style of singing refer to exercise 2.

An important aspect of the art of vocalization is the use of accompaniment

with the exercises.

T'ne various types of exercises are enhanced and demand new

interest when original accompaniments support them.

Exercises designed chiefly

for blend and balance are usually more effective when sung a capella.

Much

time can be lost in the useless effort of teaching vocal exercises without
instrumental d.elination.
Other characteristics which increase the value of accompaniment are:
playing only chords at rhythmical intervals, playing the ex.a.ct notes of the
exercise (if it is necessary) one or two octa,es higher than the voices, playing
in a high, light unobtrusive manner, and occasionally assisting sections separately.
Vocalization is indeed more than a disciplinary force; it has
personality; it is the real factor of choral destiny; it is the animating
agency of growth.14

l4-.
-r·inn, op. ~•t- , p. 25P
~ ·~·
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II\tonation
One of the most conmon and outstanding choral problems is that of
proper intonation. No matter how beautiful the •uality of the voices or how
well the singers read, if their pitch is faulty the artistic effect is
destroyed. Not only is the effect dissatisfying to the audience, but it is
completely demoralizing to the choral group itself.

Perhaps one of the best

ways to compile ideas on methods of securing good intonation would be to

consider the causes for inaccuracy in pitch. Poor intonation may be traced
to one or several of the following causes:
l •. J)oor ventilation - or improper room temperature. It is difficult
to sing in a stuffy or over heated room. Warm air is a poor conductor
of sound waves and makes it necessary for the singer to exert more energy
as he projects his tones, thus produciq fatigue and lowering the pitch.
2. Poor posture. Correct posture is imperative for proper breathing,
and inade.uate breath and its support is a cause for faulty pitch. If the
head sags or the shoulders become stooped, proper breatning in interfered
with.
3. Lack of alertness. A~lac:k of attention may result from laziness,
physical fatigue or preoccupation. Too often the singer lapses into a mental
unawareness in which they forget to "think" and the result is almost always
that of flatting. The student must be constantly reminded to think high, to
approach to tone from above rather than below.
4. Physical fatigue. It takes real energy to sing accurately, and the
physically fatigued will almost invaribly flat. If the choral group can
remain seated, using correct singing posture, the fatigue element will be
lessened.
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5.

Improper vocalization.

The voice that is properly vocalized is

hard to fatigue; however the poorly vocalized voice tires easily and, as
already discussed, the physically fatigued voice will almost invariably
sing off pitch.
6.

(Methods for good vocalization will be discussed later.)

Lack of breath support.

Poor intonation occurs most often in a

long phrase uith pianissimo dynamic markings.

Greater concentration on

support of the breath is required for retention of pitch in such a passage
than is required for loud~ short passages.

7.

Poor tone quality.

Inaccurate pitch is caused frequently as a

result of the singers lack of conception for the resonant, brilliant and
free vowel production as well as the articulate clear-cut production of
the consonant.
8.

diction.
9.

"draggy • 11

Poor diction.

Inaccurate pitch is also a result of "lifeless 11

Diction must be bright and vital to avoid flatting.
Slow tempo.

Chances for flatting are increased if the tempo is

Conductors have a tendency to take tempos too slmdy.

"The

difference between flatness, non-resonance, and artistic uselessness on
one hand, and rectitude of pitch, vitality, and aesthetic ,,orth on the
other, may lie in the one extra degree of slowness \·7hich denies to a
daudling tempo the activating principle of rhythmic pace. ,:15
10. Unfamiliarity with the printed page.

Maintainance of pitch is

difficult when too much attention is being given to notation.

Improper

breath support, poor diction, lagging tempo and drop in pitch result from
inadequate familiarity with the music.

The sooner the music can be memorized,

the sooner these problems uill be taken care of.
lSF.1.nn, .2£.• cit.,
.
p. 79 •

11.

Sustained singing in register too high or too loD.

The key may

be transposed uhen an intense rehearsal of a sustained, difficult part is
required.

This prevents over-use and misuse which results in fatigue and

flatting.
12.

Improper classification of voices.

The darker qualities of an

alto or baritone may pull the pitch of soprano or tenor section do,m if the
voices are improperly classified.

It is possible for the baritone or alto

to sing the parts of the tenor and soprano, but the tremble of their voices
may color the tone of a whole section.
13.

Repetition of notes.

There is a tendency to sing repeated notes

inaccurately, each attack being a little higher than the last.
14.

Habitual "flat-ters or sharp-ers."

should be improved or removed.

The chronic pitch offender

By placing him in or among singers with keen

ears, his problem may be solved.
15.

Nervous tension.

the high voice - to sharp.

Tension quite often causes the voice - especially
Concentration on the music, improvement of the

skill in order to give confidence, and experience will help to alleviate
tension.
16.

Boredom.

Because of the need for repetition and intense practice,

a chorus may become bored and the music stale after a while, causing the
group to lack the needed enthusiasm for good intonation.

The music should

be laid aside, or if this isn't possible, any fresh approach might prove a
remedy.
The greatest aids to intonation are intelligent listening and
tuning the voice to the general ensemble. It is better in
unaccompanied song to be in tune harmonically rather than to stick
conspicuously to the right pitch. Although deviations from the
pitch are deplorable it best, there is such a thing as artistic
flatting or sharping. ~
l6christy, ££• cit., p. 56.
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Balance and Blend
The choral conductor must synthesize the single lines into a homogeneous
unit.

He must achieve a tonal balance and blend of all choral lines into

a composite unit with no single voice or group of voices standing out enough
to attract attention or detract from the whole.

The technique through

which all the voices arrive at a oneness of tone might begin with a blending
of each part with itself the first of a four point technique.
It stands to reason that no part can be blended successfully into a
larger part until it is first blended within itself.

For example, if in a

soprano section of 25, there are 5 whose voices constantly are asserting
themselves, there will be a hardship to the section· as a whole as well as
the chorus.

Difference of quality of the 25 voices does not mar the blend;

on the contrary it enhances it just as the different qualities of the reeds
give certain symphonic effects to the orchestra.

However, the undue quantity

of a fe,, voices in a section makes the participating of the others ineffectual.
It would be unuise to let the broad voice crescendo to its fullest or
the light lyric voice pianissimo its softest, for in either case the broad
voice ,dll stick out like the proverbial ':'sore thumb", detracting from the
unit.

"Gauge the proper amplitude of one notably broad voice by the ampli-

tude of tuo nonnal light voices."lZ
There are several vocal t,70 part exercises that ·will help establish
vocal equality of tone.
comfortable pitches.

They ~n be used in each section and sung at

The exercises should be so constructed that both parts

have equal opportunity to sing high and low.

Special attention should be

given to the places ~:here parts cross over and above one another.
exercise might look like this:
17,,
·
~·1.nn,
£E_,

·
Cl.t,,

p, l"00c,
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Such an

A second invaluable exercise for blending a section within itself is
that of vocalizing in thirds.

The beauty of thirds is gratifying and motivates

· the singer to blend his voice ,,ith the other part.
Excellent editions of Beethoven's, Mozart's, and Haydn's rounds and
canons are available and provide another valuable source of blending material.
1Jhen an artistic blend has been reached within the sections, the
director may take the next step of fusing or blending all the parts.
Because the sopranos and basse:s are actually the top and the bottom of
the unit and act as round house for the rest of the unit, it ,;;ould be '\•:ell
to blend the extremes as a second step.

The follo,:ing exercise is very

effective in achieving a blend bet,)een the sopranos and basses.

la \a <2:,i """· le.

The use of the open fifth reveals immediately the presence of or the
lack of blend between the soprano and bass sections.

Particular attention

should be given to the accidentals that appear in the exercise, because
almost invariably the appearance of an accidental tends to require special
emphasis thereby disturbing the blend.
Experimentation to discover the most effective means is necessary
procedure for blending and balancing for each director and his group.
After a tonal balance and blend have been achieved, first within the
section, and second, bet1:een the extremes, a technique should be established
for treatin 0 the inner parts, alto and tenor.
The quality and balance of the combined alto and tenor
sections arc unportant factors in djjermining the degree of
mobility attainable to an ensemble.
Again each director will have to discover the most effective way of
attaining the blend of timbre and quantity between the inner parts that he
des ires; hm.ever, unison exercises is a good starting point.
The next step, that of achieving unit or ensemble blend and balance
should be relatively simple.

If the bass-soprano, tenor-alto relationship

has been smoothed out, it shouldn't be difficult to correlate bass-alto,
tenor-soprano relationships.

Aa e:~ercise prepared and used at ABL for this
very satisfactory.

1 I
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A defect in balance can be detected immediately through the use of
simple fugal phrase in uhich the soprano and tenors enter on the tonic and
the altos and basses enter on the dominant or sub-dominant or vice versa.
Techniques and skills should not be developed as ends in themselves,
but as the means through which the individual and the group may become
acquainted ,,ith a ,vider range oi literature than would be possible were it
not for these skills.

These technical skills should be developed in connec-

tion with fine literature which is being mastered.

Sill·IMARY

It has been the purpose of this paper to record systematically the
principles and practices of good choral technique and their relevance
to the director and his vocal organization, using the ABL High School as
a "proving grounds" for the material.
An effort has been made to evaluate the importance of the elements

of discipline, attention, team ,'1orlc, and cooperation, and to indicate
their correlation in the learning of efficient choral procedures.

Through

the concise treatment of the vocal problems studied in the ABL organization, emphasis has been placed on importance of the director finding
,1orkable plans for his

o,;,m

specific group in reading approaches, vocal

exercises, intonation, balance, blend, and other choral techniques.
It has been sho,.m that a choral approach or procedure becomes not
necessarily valuable ,men it has been worked out in theory, but only when
it has been successfully applied to a'given situation.
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Through the years there has been such 3reat activity in the compositioa,
arrangement, and publication of music literature that it presents a problem
for the conductor to select a repetoire.

Some of this ·. ealth of music has

great ,1orth ,,hile much is of mediocre and poor quality.

A stagnant music

progrmn results, not only from the use of poor and mediocre materials, but
also from utilizing too few materials, that is, repetition of the same
materials year after year.
Husic literature of all periods, including contemporary materials must
be represented in the musical diet.

A repetoire of folk songs, spirituals,

anthems, chorales, madrigals, seasonal songs, show tunes, contemporary compositioas, and standard classics integrated tastefully, according to the
backgrounds and needs of the choral group, make for stimulating music
experiences.
In choosing materials the conductor must first be cognizant of the
value of the music, that is, it's literary \,Orth, the text's a:iaptibility
to the music, it's suitability to singing, and it's lastin3 qualities.
in his consideration should be the difficulty of the parts.

Next

The music should

not be difficult enough to discourage, yet difficult enough to challenge.
Just as iriportant in the selection of materials is it's potential appeal to
both singer and audience.
The follo,,ing appendixes are a collection of choice choral materials,
selected from the ABL music library, on the basis of the above criteria.
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The folloving list of material is representative of literature ,;dth
qualities primarily consisting of consonant block hannony, diatonic voice
leading, simple rhythmic structure, and straight fon;ardness of character.
Title of Selection

Publisher

Composer

Ah, Eeaclo,;, Headm,,

Treharne

Bless the Lcrcl, 0 My Soul

Ipolitoff-Ivanoff

Christmas Hymn

G. Schinner

Price

Voices

15¢

SATB

Belwin

20¢

SATE

Jungst

G. Schirmer

20¢

SATB

Glory of Goel in Nature, The

Beethoven

G. Schirmer

20¢

SATE

God is a Spirit

Scholin

Flanuner

15¢

SSA

Holy is the Lord

Bortniansky

c. c.

12¢

TTBB

Homeland

Cain

Flamm.er

16¢

3ATB

Let Us Praise God
(Thanksgiving)

Olds

Hall and McMeary

18¢

SATB

Lord is a Highty God, The
(T,, 0 part cannon)

Mendelssohn

Kjos

12¢

SATB

Nev.er Tell Thy Love

Bright

Associated Husic
Pub 1 ica t ion.

15¢

SATB

Now Let Every Tongue Adore Thee Bach
(from the cantata-Sleepers Wake)

Kjos

15¢

SATB

0 Lovely Heart

Roberton

G. Schirmer

12¢

SATB

0 Hy Love

Luboff

Edwin H. Morris

25¢

SSM

Praise We Sing To Thee

i-Iaydn

Kjos

15¢

SATB

Russian Carol (Christmas)

Haltzeff

Flammer

20¢

SSATB

Sing Gloria!

Davis

Remick

18¢

SAE

There is a Ladye

Alan Murray

Paterson

20¢

SATB

Today There is Rin. 6 ing

Christiansen

Augsburg

16¢

SATBB

Velvet Shoes

re

The Raynond

20<;:

SSA

18¢

SATB

Birchard

0

ans

Hoffman Co.
Verdant Meadows

Handel

Hall and HcHeary
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This collection of literature contains temporary modulation and dissonaut
harmonies, augmented and diminished intervals in the voice leading,and more
freedom of movement in each part.
Title

Publisher

Composer

Lawson Gould

Price

Voices

20¢

TTBB

Aura Lee

Arranged by Hunter

Ave Verum Corpus

Mozart

Sam Fox

16¢

SATB

Awake! (Choral from the
Meistersinger)

Wagner

Kjos

20¢

SATE

Blo,v Trumpets, Blow

James

Fitzsimmons

15¢

TTBB

Bow Lou, Elder

Arranged by
Decker

Summy-Birchard

30¢

SSATBB

Coc:(-eyed Optimist
(From South Pacific)

RodgersHanunerstein

Williamson

20¢

TTBB

Come Let's Be Merry

Arranged by Stone Boosey and Hawkes 20¢

SATB

Do,m In The Valley

Arranged by Mead Galaxy Music
Corporation

20¢

TTBB

Go Do,,m Death

Arranged by
Decker

Remick

20¢

SATBB

Great is the Lord
(Soprano Solo)

Hadyn

Oliver Ditson

20¢

SATB

Hi L:'..li, Hi Lo
(Soprano Solo)

Kaper

Robbins Husic
Company

25¢

SSA

Joyous Christmas Song, A

Arranged by
Hokanson

Sunnny

20¢

SATB

Lassie O'Hine

':ialt

Sam Fox

15¢

SATE

Little Jesus Came to To\m, The

James

Fitzs ilnmons

20¢

SSA

Looking-glass ,River

Malin

Kjos

20¢

SSA

Mayday Carol

Taylor

J. Fischer

20¢

SATB

Horning Prayer

Tschaikowsky

Staff

20¢

SATB

Palestrina

E.

15¢

SSA

Tkach

Kjos

22¢

SSAA-TTBB

0

Holy Jesu

Rustling Leaves

c.

Sch inner
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Title

B (Cont'd)
Publisher

Price
---

Voices

Choral Art
Publications

22¢

SSATB

20¢

SATB

Composer

See the Radiant Sky Above;
Danish Christmas Carol
Spring Comes Laughing
(From the Peasant Cantata)

Bach

c.

;·Jailllee, Waillee

Lyn Murray

Staff

20¢

SATB

Wake the Nori, Dearest

Taylor

J. Fischer

25¢

SSA

Winter Wonderland
(Tenor Solo)

Bernard

Shawnee Press

25¢

SATB

Fischer

APPENDIX C
The majority of the following compositions are extended in fonct, range,
and development.

Some have contrapuntal structures, ~,hile others have modern,

dissonant harmonies.
Composer

Publisher

Price

Voices

Beautiful, Yet Truthful

Arranged by
Pfautsch

G. Schirmer

22¢

SSA

Gall to Remembrance

Farrant

Bourne, Inc.

25¢

SATB

Charlotto,m

Bryan

J. Fischer

25¢

SATB

c.

Fischer

20¢

SATE

Title

Fare,;.Jell, Hy Love

Anonymous
Arranged by Hirt

Four and Twenty Elders

Arrange by
Decker

Smmny-Birchard

25¢

TTBB

Gloria in Excelsis
(From the T,,el-fth Mass)

Mozart

Theodore Presser

20¢

SATB

Going A-Maying

Nageli

c. c.

15¢

SSA

Hallelujah Chorus
(F:com the Mount of Olives)

Beethoven

Boosey and Hawkes 25¢

SATB

He Never Sa id a Mumb 1 in' ,,ord

Arrangw. by
H. R. r'ilson

Sha,mee Press

25¢

SSAA-TTBB

Hosanna

Lockt-JOod

G. Schirmer

25¢

SATB

I Hear a Voice A-Prayin'

Bright

Sha,mee Press

25¢

SSAA-TTBB

Indian Country

McKay

Surm11y

20¢

TTBB

Jesus Our Lord, \-)e Adore Thee

James

G. Schirmer

20¢

SSM-TTBB

Let All Mortal Flesh Keep
Silence

Holst

Galaxy Music
Corporation

20¢

SATE

Lost in the Night
(Finnish Folk Song)

Christiansen

Gala.,'{y Music
Corporation

25¢

SSA-TBB

Oklahoma (Selections)

Rodgers and Heart Cra,../ford Hus ic
Corp or at ion

40¢

SATB

Sanctus and ff_,,sanna
(From Requiem Mass)

Mozart

Plymouth Husic
Company

25¢

SATB

Shepherd, Shepherd, Leave
Decoyin;:;

Purcell

B. F. ,. oods

12¢

SSA

Birchard

Company

APPENDIX C (Cont'd)
Title
---

Composer

Price

Voices

15c;:

SSA

20c;:

SSAA-TTBB

Lawson-Gould

20c;:

SATBB

Publisher

Song of the Pedlar

C. Lee l.Jilliams Novello and Co.

Soon Ah Will Be Done

Dawson

There's A Little Wheel
A-Turnin' in My Heart

Arranged by
Pfautsch

Music Press of
Tuskegee Institute

''T,,as the Night Before
Christmas

aring

Shawnee Press

60c;:

SSAA-TTBB

Twenty Third Psalm, The

Newman

Robbins Music
Corporation

20c;:

SSAA

Vagabond, The

Ralph Vaughn
Williams

Smmny

20c;:

TTBB

Which is the Properest
Day to Sing?

Arne

London Music
Publishing Co.

lSc;:

SATB

Younger Generation

Copland

Boosey and Hawkes 25c;:

SSA

